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Famous people are no different than everyone else when it comes to use of copyright protected 

material. Sometimes they (or people acting on their behalf) do things that cause third parties to 

claim infringement.  

Lady Gaga is no exception. According to reports, her official YouTube account 

(ladygagaofficial) was recently shut down after posting ten minutes of footage from a TV 

appearance she made on a Japanese television network. Apparently, the network complained to 

YouTube, claiming that Gaga didn’t have digital rights to the clip. 

YouTube’s Copyright Infringement Notification policy allows third parties to notify it of 

copyright infringement claims in accordance with provisions of the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act. [17 United States Code, Section 512]  

The ladygagaofficial account on YouTube has more than 500,000 subscribers and 50,000 

friends. Thus quite a few people must have been disappointed when the account was temporarily 

suspended due to the copyright dispute noted above.  

But Gaga fans take heart. The account has already been reinstated.  

If you own a copyright that has been infringed, even by a famous person, Schein & Cai can help. 

We advise clients with respect to all copyright matters.  

 

 

About Schein & Cai LLP 

The law firm of Schein & Cai LLP, located in California’s Silicon Valley, practices in the 
areas of: 

• business and corporate law, 
• intellectual property, 
• employment law, 
• civil litigation, and 
• real estate law. 



Our lawyers provide legal counsel and advocacy to clients in San Jose, California; 
Virginia Beach, Virginia; Shanghai, China; and Taiwan.Contact us for a no-obligation 
initial consultation to learn more about your specific legal concerns. 

Our firm’s mission: To provide exceptional legal representation at a reasonable cost. 

The best way to deal with a legal problem is to take it on proactively. That is why our 
attorneys focus on providing preventative legal services to our business and individual 
clients, in both high technology and traditional industries. We work hard to devise 
specific strategies for our clients that minimize the risk of disputes and litigation. But 
when disputes arise, we are ready to zealously protect our clients’ rights in courts and 
arbitration forums. 

Because our lawyers have a broad range of in-depth experience, our firm can provide 
clients with particular legal advice in many practice areas. We develop a strong 
professional relationship with our clients, and we promptly answer client inquiries with 
personalized attention. We appreciate our clients’ need to obtain advice from an 
attorney who truly understands their own unique situations and legal needs. 

Contact Schein & Cai to receive professional legal advice for your specific legal 
problem. Call or email us to schedule a no-obligation initial consultation. 

 


